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1.

Text of the Proposed Rule Change

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 19(b)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended (the “Act” or “Exchange Act”), 1 and Rule 19b-4 thereunder, 2 the Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board (the “MSRB” or “Board”) is hereby filing with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “Commission” or “SEC”) a proposed rule change to amend MSRB Rule A-13
to temporarily reduce the rate of assessment for the MSRB’s underwriting, transaction and
technology fees on brokers, dealers and municipal securities dealers (“dealers”) with respect to
assessible activity that occurs during the months of October, November and December 2018 (the
“proposed rule change”). The MSRB has designated the proposed rule change for immediate
effectiveness.
(a)
The text of the proposed rule change is attached as Exhibit 5. Text proposed to be
added is underlined.

2.

(b)

Not applicable.

(c)

Not applicable.

Procedures of the Self-Regulatory Organization

The proposed rule change was approved by the Board at its July 18-19, 2018 meeting.
Questions concerning this filing may be directed to Saliha Olgun, Associate General Counsel, at
(202) 838-1500.
3.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory Basis
for, the Proposed Rule Change
(a) Purpose

The purpose of the proposed rule change is to temporarily reduce the rate of assessment
for the MSRB’s underwriting, transaction and technology fees for dealers under Rule A-13, with
respect to assessible activity that occurs during the months of October, November and December
2018. The proposed rule change is designed to reduce, in a carefully considered and strategic
manner, excess MSRB reserves in a way that achieves a fair and equitable balance of fees across
regulated entities.
The MSRB discharges its statutory mandate under the Exchange Act through the
establishment of rules for dealers and municipal advisors (together with dealers, “regulated
entities”); the collection and dissemination of market information; and market leadership,
outreach and education. As a self-regulatory organization, the MSRB must maintain sufficient
1

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1).

2

17 CFR 240.19b-4.
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reserves to discharge its responsibilities and operate without interruption, even in an economic
downturn. Reserves are necessary to mitigate fluctuations in the MSRB’s revenue stream, which
is primarily market-driven, and provide a backstop for funding services essential to the efficiency
of the market. However, as current reserves exceed the target thresholds that have been
established by its Board of Directors, the MSRB is now seeking to temporarily reduce its three
largest sources of revenue, which collectively, make up approximately 80% of the MSRB’s FY
2018 budgeted revenue. The proposed rule change is projected to reduce the MSRB’s excess
reserves by approximately $2.6 million and will help align reserve levels with target levels.
Pursuant to Rule A-13, each dealer must pay to the Board underwriting, transaction and
technology fees based upon the rates specified in that rule. The proposed rule change would add
a new section (h) setting forth revised temporary assessment rates for these three types of
assessments, generally reducing by one-third the fees for activity that occurs during the months
of October, November and December 2018. New Rule A-13(h)(i) would provide that the
underwriting assessment for certain primary offerings for this time period would be .00185% of
the par value ($0.0185 per $1,000), a reduction from .00275% of the par value ($.0275 per
$1,000). New Rule A-13(h)(ii) would provide that the transaction assessment would be .00067%
of the par value ($0.0067 per $1,000), a reduction from .001% ($.01 per $1,000). And, new Rule
A-13(h)(iii) would provide that the technology assessment would be $0.67 per transaction (a
reduction from $1.00 per transaction). Rates of assessment would revert to current levels
effective January 1, 2019.
Importantly, the temporary reduced rates are for activity that occurs during this threemonth period. Dealers are typically billed for these fees after the relevant month end.
Specifically, the underwriting fee is billed immediately after the respective month end, while the
transaction and technology fees are billed thirty days in arrears.
Financial Reserves and the Board’s Holistic Review of MSRB Fees
In 2010, after several years of heavy investment in the technological infrastructure
needed to launch the MSRB’s Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA®) website, the
MSRB’s financial reserve levels had dropped below the target of 12 months of operating
expenses excluding depreciation expense, plus three-times annual capital needs. As a result,
replenishing the MSRB’s reserves became a priority. The following year, the MSRB increased
the transaction fee under Rule A-13 and began assessing a new technology fee for dealers under
the same rule. 3 By 2014, revenue from the technology fee had generated sufficient resources to
stabilize the technology reserve and allowed the MSRB to rebate $3.6 million in technology fees
to eligible dealers. The Board’s technology fee rebate decision and analysis of reserve levels
prompted it in 2015 to conduct a holistic review of fees from dealer assessments, municipal
advisors and other sources to determine whether further changes to the funding structure were
warranted.

3

See Release No. 34-63621 (Dec. 29, 2010), 76 FR 604 (Jan. 5, 2011) (File No. SRMSRB-2010-10).
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The Board evaluated the assessment of MSRB fees on regulated entities with the goal of
better aligning revenue sources with operating expenses and all capital needs. The Board strives
to diversify funding sources among regulated entities and other entities that fund MSRB services
in a manner that ensures long-term sustainability, while continuing to strike an equitable balance
in fees among regulated entities and a fair allocation of the cost of operating and administering
the MSRB, including regulatory activities, systems development and operational activities. The
Board, as it has historically, strives to continually refine its fee structure to ensure it is balanced
and fair and provides for reasonable cost allocation.
The first outcome of the holistic review was to substantially reduce (by 8.3%) the fee
assessed on municipal securities underwriters. At the same time, the MSRB raised initial
registration fees (which had not been adjusted since 1975) and annual fees (which had not been
adjusted since 2009)—fees that are paid by all regulated entities—to better align with the cost of
administering registrants and ensure that all registrants more fairly contributed to defraying the
costs and expenses of operating and administering the MSRB. With the extension of the MSRB’s
jurisdiction to regulate municipal advisors, this class of regulated entity began contributing to the
cost of MSRB regulation in 2014. 4 To further the objective of appropriately and equitably
assessing fees across all regulated activities, in 2018, the MSRB introduced a new fee on
underwriters of 529 plans, as underwriters to 529 plans had not previously paid a fee in this
capacity. 5
The current fees assessed on regulated entities are:
1. Municipal advisor professional fee (Rule A-11)
$500 for each person associated with the municipal advisor who is qualified as a
municipal advisor representative in accordance with Rule G-3 and for whom the
municipal advisor has on file with the SEC a Form MA-I as of January 31 of each
year;
2. Initial registration fee (Rule A-12)
$1,000 one-time registration fee to be paid by each dealer to register with the MSRB
before engaging in municipal securities activities and by each municipal advisor to
register with the MSRB before engaging in municipal advisory activities;
3. Annual registration fee (Rule A-12)
$1,000 annual fee to be paid by each dealer and municipal advisor registered with the
MSRB;
4. Late fee (Rule A-11 and Rule A-12)

4

See Release No. 34-72019 (Apr. 25, 2014), 79 FR 24798 (May 1, 2014) (File No. SRMSRB-2014-03).

5

See Release No. 34-81264 (Jul 31, 2017), 82 FR 36472 (Aug. 4, 2017) (File No. SRMSRB-2017-05).
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$25 monthly late fee and a late fee on the overdue balance (computed according to
the prime rate) until paid on balances not paid within 30 days of the invoice date by
the dealer or municipal advisor;
5. Underwriting fee (Rule A-13)
$.0275 per $1,000 of the par value paid by a dealer, on all municipal securities
purchased from an issuer by or through such dealer, whether acting as principal or
agent as part of a primary offering; and in the case of an underwriter (as defined in
Rule G-45) of a primary offering of certain municipal fund securities, $.005 per
$1,000 of the total aggregate assets for the reporting period;
6. Transaction fee (Rule A-13)
.001% ($.01 per $1,000) of the total par value to be paid by a dealer, except in limited
circumstances, for inter-dealer sales and customer sales reported to the MSRB
pursuant to Rule G-14(b), on transaction reporting requirements;
7. Technology fee (Rule A-13)
$1.00 paid by a dealer per transaction for each inter-dealer sale and for each sale to
customers reported to the MSRB pursuant to Rule G-14(b); and
8. Examination fee (Rule A-16)
$150 test development fee assessed per candidate for each MSRB examination. 6
Notably, while all regulated entities contribute to the MSRB’s revenue base, the three
fees that are the subject of the proposed rule change (underwriting, transaction and technology
fees) constitute approximately 80% of the MSRB’s FY 2018 budgeted revenue. As the most
significant contributors to MSRB funding, as well as being market based and historically
contributing more than budgeted, these three fees are the primary drivers for the excess
reserves. 7 While the fees generated from municipal advisors contribute to the MSRB’s budget,
the fees charged for this newly regulated category of professionals remain relatively modest and
do not yet meet target revenues. 8 Accordingly, the Board determined that these three fees
exclusively should be temporarily reduced for the designated period.
6

In addition, the MSRB charges data subscription service fees for subscribers, including
dealers and municipal advisors, seeking direct electronic delivery of municipal trade data
and disclosure documents associated with municipal bond issues. However, this
information is available without direct electronic delivery on the EMMA website without
charge.

7

Reserves also grew due to fine revenue, a new revenue source first provided in 2010
under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. See 15 U.S.C.
78o-4(c)(9).

8

See Release No. 34-81841 (Oct. 10, 2017), 82 FR 48135, 48138 (Oct. 16, 2017) (File No.
SR-MSRB-2017-07) (noting that the target revenue to be generated from the municipal
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Since the initiation of the Board’s holistic review of fees, MSRB reserves continued to
grow due to strong revenue results compared to budget, as well as expense savings, and bolstered
reserve levels to the point where another rebate was warranted in 2016. That year, the MSRB
rebated $5.5 million of excess reserves to dealers who were assessed underwriting, transaction
and technology fees during the first nine months of the fiscal year. In total, $9.1 million was
returned to dealers in fee rebates since 2014. However, the fee rebates were not without their
operational challenges. Industry feedback suggested that underwriting fee rebates can be
problematic due to inherent complications of processing and potentially redistributing pro rata
shares to syndicate members. Moreover, the MSRB believes that the approach taken in the
proposed rule change (i.e., a temporary reduction in dealer fees) would be fairer than another
alternative approach, such as a fee holiday. For a fee holiday, the MSRB would forego charging
fees for one month—but, because of the difficulties in selecting a single month that is
representative of dealer activity for all dealers subject to the relevant fees, the MSRB believes
that a temporary fee reduction that occurs over the course of several months is more likely to
lead to a fair and equitable fee reduction across dealers. Accordingly, the Board has determined
that a temporary three-month fee reduction, rather than a fee rebate or fee holiday, is a preferable
mode of reducing its reserves.
The Board strives to be fiscally responsible. Since approximately 80% of the Board’s
revenue sources are market based, which is inherently unpredictable and largely has exceeded
budget, and the Board has a historical track record of managing expenses to below budget,
reserves continue to grow. The Board seeks to strike the right balance in fee assessments to
maintain sufficient reserves to ensure fiscal sustainability, while providing relief to regulated
entities that have contributed to the excess reserves position. The temporary three-month fee
reduction continues these ongoing efforts.
(b) Statutory Basis
The MSRB believes that the proposed rule change is consistent with Section 15B(b)(2)(J)
of the Act 9 which states that the MSRB’s rules shall:
provide that each municipal securities broker, municipal securities dealer, and
municipal advisor shall pay to the Board such reasonable fees and charges as may
be necessary or appropriate to defray the costs and expenses of operating and
administering the Board. Such rules shall specify the amount of such fees and
charges, which may include charges for failure to submit to the Board, or to any
information system operated by the Board, within the prescribed timeframes, any

advisor fee under Rule A-11 was approximately $2 million, or approximately 5% of the
total MSRB revenues). At present, the municipal advisor professional fee generates
approximately $1.5 million, or 4% of the MSRB’s Fiscal Year 2018 budgeted revenues.
9

15 U.S.C. 78o-4(b)(2)(J).
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items of information or documents required to be submitted under any rule issued
by the Board.
The MSRB believes that its rules provide for reasonable dues, fees, and other charges
among regulated entities. The MSRB believes that the proposed rule change is necessary and
appropriate to fund the operation and administration of the Board and satisfies the requirements
of Section 15B(b)(2)(J), 10 achieving a more equitable balance of fees among regulated entities
and a fairer allocation of the expenses of the regulatory activities, system development, and
operational activities undertaken by the MSRB because it temporarily decreases fees for the
regulated entities that financially contribute the greatest to the cost of MSRB activities.
As described above, current reserve levels exceed targets, but looking forward to FY
2020, the MSRB’s pro formas project reserves to fall modestly below targeted levels with the
temporary fee reduction. As a result, the MSRB believes that it is preferable to temporarily
reduce fees rather than take an alternative approach, such as a permanent fee reduction. Also, the
MSRB believes a temporary fee reduction is preferable to a fee rebate because it would be
operationally easier for dealers as dealers would be able to incorporate temporarily reduced fee
rates into their business processes in advance rather than receive a rebate associated with past
activity that may need to be redistributed through or across organizations. Finally, the MSRB
believes that the proposed rule change would achieve a more equitable balance among regulated
entities and a fairer allocation of the MSRB’s expenses because the three fees that are the subject
of the proposed rule change, representing approximately 80% of the MSRB’s FY 2018 revenue
budget, have contributed most to funding operations of the MSRB and concurrently contributed
the most to the current reserve levels.
While the MSRB has progressively budgeted for municipal advisor fees to defray a
greater portion of the cost of the MSRB’s municipal advisor-related activity, 11 municipal advisor
fees have comprised a very small portion of the MSRB’s revenues and have not contributed to
the MSRB’s excess reserves position. For these same reasons, the beneficiaries of the proposed
rule change are generally the same group of regulated entities that received the fee rebates in
2014 and 2016, as described above.
4. Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Burden on Competition
Section 15B(b)(2)(C) of the Act 12 requires that MSRB rules not be designed to impose
any burden on competition not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Act.

10

Id.

11

See supra n. 8.

12

15 U.S.C. 78o-4(b)(2)(C).
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The Board’s policy on the use of economic analysis limits its applications regarding those
rules for which the Board seeks immediate effectiveness. 13 However, an internal analysis is still
conducted to gauge the economic impact, with an emphasis on the burden on competition
involving regulated entities.
In this regard, the Board believes the proposed rule change is necessary and appropriate
to promote fairness in funding the operation and administration of the Board and would achieve
a more equitable balance among regulated entities and a more balanced allocation of the
expenses of the regulatory activities, system development, and operational activities undertaken
by the MSRB. Because the three fees that are the subject of the proposed rule change
(underwriting, transaction and technology fees) are the primary drivers for the MSRB’s excess
reserves, the Board believes that it is appropriate to temporarily reduce these fees for the
designated period.
The MSRB does not believe that the proposed rule change will result in any burden on
competition that is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Act, as it
would temporarily decrease by the same percentage the underwriting, transaction and technology
fees for all dealers subject to these fees.
The MSRB believes that the proposed rule change would not impose an unnecessary or
inappropriate regulatory burden on small regulated entities, as smaller dealers would benefit
from the temporary fee reduction in the same proportion as larger dealers in relation to the
assessible activity during the relevant three-month period.
5.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Comments on the Proposed Rule
Change Received from Members, Participants, or Others

The Board did not solicit comment on the proposed rule change. Therefore, there are no
comments on the proposed rule change received from members, participants or others.
13

The scope of the Board’s policy on the use of economic analysis in rulemaking provides
that:
[t]his Policy addresses rulemaking activities of the MSRB that culminate, or are
expected to culminate, in a filing of a proposed rule change with the SEC under
Section 19(b) of the Exchange Act, other than a proposed rule change that the
MSRB reasonably believes would qualify for immediate effectiveness under
Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the Exchange Act if filed as such or as otherwise provided
under the exception process of this Policy.
Policy on the Use of Economic Analysis in MSRB Rulemaking, available at
http://msrb.org/Rules-and-Interpretations/Economic-Analysis-Policy.aspx. For those rule
changes which the MSRB seeks immediate effectiveness, the MSRB usually focuses
exclusively its examination on the burden of competition on regulated entities.
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6.

Extension of Time Period for Commission Action
Not applicable.

7.

Basis for Summary Effectiveness Pursuant to Section 19(b)(3) or for Accelerated
Effectiveness Pursuant to Section 19(b)(2) or Section 19(b)(7)(D)

The proposed rule change will temporarily reduce certain fees assessed under Rule A-13.
As such, the MSRB designates the proposed rule change as “establishing or changing a due, fee,
or other charge” under Section 19(b)(3)(A)(ii) of the Act 14 and Rule 19b-4(f)(2) 15 thereunder,
which renders the proposed rule change effective upon filing with the Commission.
8.

Proposed Rule Change Based on Rules of Another Self-Regulatory Organization or
of the Commission
Not applicable.

9.

Security-Based Swap Submissions Filed Pursuant to Section 3C of the Act
Not applicable.

10.

Advance Notices Filed Pursuant to Section 806(e) of the Payment, Clearing and
Settlement Supervision Act
Not applicable.

11.

Exhibits
Exhibit 1

Notice of Proposed Rule Change for Publication in the Federal Register

Exhibit 5

Text of Proposed Rule Change

14

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(3)(A)(ii).

15

17 CFR 240.19b-4(f)(2).
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EXHIBIT 1

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
(Release No. 34-___________; File No. SR-MSRB-2018-06)

Self-Regulatory Organizations; Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board; Notice of Filing and
Immediate Effectiveness of a Proposed Rule Change to Amend MSRB Rule A-13 to
Temporarily Reduce the Rate of Assessment for the MSRB’s Underwriting, Transaction and
Technology Fees on Brokers, Dealers and Municipal Securities Dealers

Pursuant to Section 19(b)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Act” or
“Exchange Act”) 1 and Rule 19b-4 thereunder, 2 notice is hereby given that on
the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (the “MSRB” or “Board”) filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission (“Commission”) the proposed rule change as described in Items I, II,
and III below, which Items have been prepared by the MSRB. The Commission is publishing
this notice to solicit comments on the proposed rule change from interested persons.
I.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Terms of Substance of the Proposed
Rule Change
The MSRB filed with the Commission a proposed rule change to amend MSRB Rule A-

13 to temporarily reduce the rate of assessment for the MSRB’s underwriting, transaction and
technology fees on brokers, dealers and municipal securities dealers (“dealers”) with respect to
assessible activity that occurs during the months of October, November and December 2018 (the
“proposed rule change”). The MSRB has designated the proposed rule change for immediate
effectiveness.

1

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1).

2

17 CFR 240.19b-4.
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The text of the proposed rule change is available on the MSRB’s website at
www.msrb.org/Rules-and-Interpretations/SEC-Filings/2018-Filings.aspx, at the MSRB’s
principal office, and at the Commission’s Public Reference Room.
II.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory Basis for, the
Proposed Rule Change
In its filing with the Commission, the MSRB included statements concerning the purpose

of and basis for the proposed rule change and discussed any comments it received on the
proposed rule change. The text of these statements may be examined at the places specified in
Item IV below. The MSRB has prepared summaries, set forth in Sections A, B, and C below, of
the most significant aspects of such statements.
A.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory Basis
for, the Proposed Rule Change
1. Purpose

The purpose of the proposed rule change is to temporarily reduce the rate of assessment
for the MSRB’s underwriting, transaction and technology fees for dealers under Rule A-13, with
respect to assessible activity that occurs during the months of October, November and December
2018. The proposed rule change is designed to reduce, in a carefully considered and strategic
manner, excess MSRB reserves in a way that achieves a fair and equitable balance of fees across
regulated entities.
The MSRB discharges its statutory mandate under the Exchange Act through the
establishment of rules for dealers and municipal advisors (together with dealers, “regulated
entities”); the collection and dissemination of market information; and market leadership,
outreach and education. As a self-regulatory organization, the MSRB must maintain sufficient
reserves to discharge its responsibilities and operate without interruption, even in an economic
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downturn. Reserves are necessary to mitigate fluctuations in the MSRB’s revenue stream, which
is primarily market-driven, and provide a backstop for funding services essential to the efficiency
of the market. However, as current reserves exceed the target thresholds that have been
established by its Board of Directors, the MSRB is now seeking to temporarily reduce its three
largest sources of revenue, which collectively, make up approximately 80% of the MSRB’s FY
2018 budgeted revenue. The proposed rule change is projected to reduce the MSRB’s excess
reserves by approximately $2.6 million and will help align reserve levels with target levels.
Pursuant to Rule A-13, each dealer must pay to the Board underwriting, transaction and
technology fees based upon the rates specified in that rule. The proposed rule change would add
a new section (h) setting forth revised temporary assessment rates for these three types of
assessments, generally reducing by one-third the fees for activity that occurs during the months
of October, November and December 2018. New Rule A-13(h)(i) would provide that the
underwriting assessment for certain primary offerings for this time period would be .00185% of
the par value ($0.0185 per $1,000), a reduction from .00275% of the par value ($.0275 per
$1,000). New Rule A-13(h)(ii) would provide that the transaction assessment would be .00067%
of the par value ($0.0067 per $1,000), a reduction from .001% ($.01 per $1,000). And, new Rule
A-13(h)(iii) would provide that the technology assessment would be $0.67 per transaction (a
reduction from $1.00 per transaction). Rates of assessment would revert to current levels
effective January 1, 2019.
Importantly, the temporary reduced rates are for activity that occurs during this threemonth period. Dealers are typically billed for these fees after the relevant month end.
Specifically, the underwriting fee is billed immediately after the respective month end, while the
transaction and technology fees are billed thirty days in arrears.
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Financial Reserves and the Board’s Holistic Review of MSRB Fees
In 2010, after several years of heavy investment in the technological infrastructure
needed to launch the MSRB’s Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA®) website, the
MSRB’s financial reserve levels had dropped below the target of 12 months of operating
expenses excluding depreciation expense, plus three-times annual capital needs. As a result,
replenishing the MSRB’s reserves became a priority. The following year, the MSRB increased
the transaction fee under Rule A-13 and began assessing a new technology fee for dealers under
the same rule. 3 By 2014, revenue from the technology fee had generated sufficient resources to
stabilize the technology reserve and allowed the MSRB to rebate $3.6 million in technology fees
to eligible dealers. The Board’s technology fee rebate decision and analysis of reserve levels
prompted it in 2015 to conduct a holistic review of fees from dealer assessments, municipal
advisors and other sources to determine whether further changes to the funding structure were
warranted.
The Board evaluated the assessment of MSRB fees on regulated entities with the goal of
better aligning revenue sources with operating expenses and all capital needs. The Board strives
to diversify funding sources among regulated entities and other entities that fund MSRB services
in a manner that ensures long-term sustainability, while continuing to strike an equitable balance
in fees among regulated entities and a fair allocation of the cost of operating and administering
the MSRB, including regulatory activities, systems development and operational activities. The
Board, as it has historically, strives to continually refine its fee structure to ensure it is balanced
and fair and provides for reasonable cost allocation.

3

See Release No. 34-63621 (Dec. 29, 2010), 76 FR 604 (Jan. 5, 2011) (File No. SRMSRB-2010-10).
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The first outcome of the holistic review was to substantially reduce (by 8.3%) the fee
assessed on municipal securities underwriters. At the same time, the MSRB raised initial
registration fees (which had not been adjusted since 1975) and annual fees (which had not been
adjusted since 2009)—fees that are paid by all regulated entities—to better align with the cost of
administering registrants and ensure that all registrants more fairly contributed to defraying the
costs and expenses of operating and administering the MSRB. With the extension of the MSRB’s
jurisdiction to regulate municipal advisors, this class of regulated entity began contributing to the
cost of MSRB regulation in 2014. 4 To further the objective of appropriately and equitably
assessing fees across all regulated activities, in 2018, the MSRB introduced a new fee on
underwriters of 529 plans, as underwriters to 529 plans had not previously paid a fee in this
capacity. 5
The current fees assessed on regulated entities are:
1. Municipal advisor professional fee (Rule A-11)
$500 for each person associated with the municipal advisor who is qualified as a
municipal advisor representative in accordance with Rule G-3 and for whom the
municipal advisor has on file with the SEC a Form MA-I as of January 31 of each
year;
2. Initial registration fee (Rule A-12)

4

See Release No. 34-72019 (Apr. 25, 2014), 79 FR 24798 (May 1, 2014) (File No. SRMSRB-2014-03).

5

See Release No. 34-81264 (Jul 31, 2017), 82 FR 36472 (Aug. 4, 2017) (File No. SRMSRB-2017-05).
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$1,000 one-time registration fee to be paid by each dealer to register with the MSRB
before engaging in municipal securities activities and by each municipal advisor to
register with the MSRB before engaging in municipal advisory activities;
3. Annual registration fee (Rule A-12)
$1,000 annual fee to be paid by each dealer and municipal advisor registered with the
MSRB;
4. Late fee (Rule A-11 and Rule A-12)
$25 monthly late fee and a late fee on the overdue balance (computed according to
the prime rate) until paid on balances not paid within 30 days of the invoice date by
the dealer or municipal advisor;
5. Underwriting fee (Rule A-13)
$.0275 per $1,000 of the par value paid by a dealer, on all municipal securities
purchased from an issuer by or through such dealer, whether acting as principal or
agent as part of a primary offering; and in the case of an underwriter (as defined in
Rule G-45) of a primary offering of certain municipal fund securities, $.005 per
$1,000 of the total aggregate assets for the reporting period;
6. Transaction fee (Rule A-13)
.001% ($.01 per $1,000) of the total par value to be paid by a dealer, except in limited
circumstances, for inter-dealer sales and customer sales reported to the MSRB
pursuant to Rule G-14(b), on transaction reporting requirements;
7. Technology fee (Rule A-13)
$1.00 paid by a dealer per transaction for each inter-dealer sale and for each sale to
customers reported to the MSRB pursuant to Rule G-14(b); and
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8. Examination fee (Rule A-16)
$150 test development fee assessed per candidate for each MSRB examination. 6
Notably, while all regulated entities contribute to the MSRB’s revenue base, the three
fees that are the subject of the proposed rule change (underwriting, transaction and technology
fees) constitute approximately 80% of the MSRB’s FY 2018 budgeted revenue. As the most
significant contributors to MSRB funding, as well as being market based and historically
contributing more than budgeted, these three fees are the primary drivers for the excess
reserves. 7 While the fees generated from municipal advisors contribute to the MSRB’s budget,
the fees charged for this newly regulated category of professionals remain relatively modest and
do not yet meet target revenues. 8 Accordingly, the Board determined that these three fees
exclusively should be temporarily reduced for the designated period.
Since the initiation of the Board’s holistic review of fees, MSRB reserves continued to
grow due to strong revenue results compared to budget, as well as expense savings, and bolstered
reserve levels to the point where another rebate was warranted in 2016. That year, the MSRB
rebated $5.5 million of excess reserves to dealers who were assessed underwriting, transaction
and technology fees during the first nine months of the fiscal year. In total, $9.1 million was
6

In addition, the MSRB charges data subscription service fees for subscribers, including
dealers and municipal advisors, seeking direct electronic delivery of municipal trade data
and disclosure documents associated with municipal bond issues. However, this
information is available without direct electronic delivery on the EMMA website without
charge.

7

Reserves also grew due to fine revenue, a new revenue source first provided in 2010
under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. See 15 U.S.C.
78o-4(c)(9).

8

See Release No. 34-81841 (Oct. 10, 2017), 82 FR 48135, 48138 (Oct. 16, 2017) (File No.
SR-MSRB-2017-07) (noting that the target revenue to be generated from the municipal
advisor fee under Rule A-11 was approximately $2 million, or approximately 5% of the
total MSRB revenues). At present, the municipal advisor professional fee generates
approximately $1.5 million, or 4% of the MSRB’s Fiscal Year 2018 budgeted revenues.
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returned to dealers in fee rebates since 2014. However, the fee rebates were not without their
operational challenges. Industry feedback suggested that underwriting fee rebates can be
problematic due to inherent complications of processing and potentially redistributing pro rata
shares to syndicate members. Moreover, the MSRB believes that the approach taken in the
proposed rule change (i.e., a temporary reduction in dealer fees) would be fairer than another
alternative approach, such as a fee holiday. For a fee holiday, the MSRB would forego charging
fees for one month—but, because of the difficulties in selecting a single month that is
representative of dealer activity for all dealers subject to the relevant fees, the MSRB believes
that a temporary fee reduction that occurs over the course of several months is more likely to
lead to a fair and equitable fee reduction across dealers. Accordingly, the Board has determined
that a temporary three-month fee reduction, rather than a fee rebate or fee holiday, is a preferable
mode of reducing its reserves.
The Board strives to be fiscally responsible. Since approximately 80% of the Board’s
revenue sources are market based, which is inherently unpredictable and largely has exceeded
budget, and the Board has a historical track record of managing expenses to below budget,
reserves continue to grow. The Board seeks to strike the right balance in fee assessments to
maintain sufficient reserves to ensure fiscal sustainability, while providing relief to regulated
entities that have contributed to the excess reserves position. The temporary three-month fee
reduction continues these ongoing efforts.
2. Statutory Basis
The MSRB believes that the proposed rule change is consistent with Section 15B(b)(2)(J)
of the Act 9 which states that the MSRB’s rules shall:

9

15 U.S.C. 78o-4(b)(2)(J).
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provide that each municipal securities broker, municipal securities dealer, and
municipal advisor shall pay to the Board such reasonable fees and charges as may
be necessary or appropriate to defray the costs and expenses of operating and
administering the Board. Such rules shall specify the amount of such fees and
charges, which may include charges for failure to submit to the Board, or to any
information system operated by the Board, within the prescribed timeframes, any
items of information or documents required to be submitted under any rule issued
by the Board.
The MSRB believes that its rules provide for reasonable dues, fees, and other charges
among regulated entities. The MSRB believes that the proposed rule change is necessary and
appropriate to fund the operation and administration of the Board and satisfies the requirements
of Section 15B(b)(2)(J), 10 achieving a more equitable balance of fees among regulated entities
and a fairer allocation of the expenses of the regulatory activities, system development, and
operational activities undertaken by the MSRB because it temporarily decreases fees for the
regulated entities that financially contribute the greatest to the cost of MSRB activities.
As described above, current reserve levels exceed targets, but looking forward to FY
2020, the MSRB’s pro formas project reserves to fall modestly below targeted levels with the
temporary fee reduction. As a result, the MSRB believes that it is preferable to temporarily
reduce fees rather than take an alternative approach, such as a permanent fee reduction. Also, the
MSRB believes a temporary fee reduction is preferable to a fee rebate because it would be
operationally easier for dealers as dealers would be able to incorporate temporarily reduced fee
rates into their business processes in advance rather than receive a rebate associated with past
activity that may need to be redistributed through or across organizations. Finally, the MSRB
believes that the proposed rule change would achieve a more equitable balance among regulated
entities and a fairer allocation of the MSRB’s expenses because the three fees that are the subject

10

Id.
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of the proposed rule change, representing approximately 80% of the MSRB’s FY 2018 revenue
budget, have contributed most to funding operations of the MSRB and concurrently contributed
the most to the current reserve levels.
While the MSRB has progressively budgeted for municipal advisor fees to defray a
greater portion of the cost of the MSRB’s municipal advisor-related activity, 11 municipal advisor
fees have comprised a very small portion of the MSRB’s revenues and have not contributed to
the MSRB’s excess reserves position. For these same reasons, the beneficiaries of the proposed
rule change are generally the same group of regulated entities that received the fee rebates in
2014 and 2016, as described above.
B.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Burden on Competition

Section 15B(b)(2)(C) of the Act 12 requires that MSRB rules not be designed to impose
any burden on competition not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Act.
The Board’s policy on the use of economic analysis limits its applications regarding those
rules for which the Board seeks immediate effectiveness. 13 However, an internal analysis is still

11

See supra n. 8.

12

15 U.S.C. 78o-4(b)(2)(C).

13

The scope of the Board’s policy on the use of economic analysis in rulemaking provides
that:
[t]his Policy addresses rulemaking activities of the MSRB that culminate, or are
expected to culminate, in a filing of a proposed rule change with the SEC under
Section 19(b) of the Exchange Act, other than a proposed rule change that the
MSRB reasonably believes would qualify for immediate effectiveness under
Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the Exchange Act if filed as such or as otherwise provided
under the exception process of this Policy.
Policy on the Use of Economic Analysis in MSRB Rulemaking, available at
http://msrb.org/Rules-and-Interpretations/Economic-Analysis-Policy.aspx. For those rule
changes which the MSRB seeks immediate effectiveness, the MSRB usually focuses
exclusively its examination on the burden of competition on regulated entities.
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conducted to gauge the economic impact, with an emphasis on the burden on competition
involving regulated entities.
In this regard, the Board believes the proposed rule change is necessary and appropriate
to promote fairness in funding the operation and administration of the Board and would achieve
a more equitable balance among regulated entities and a more balanced allocation of the
expenses of the regulatory activities, system development, and operational activities undertaken
by the MSRB. Because the three fees that are the subject of the proposed rule change
(underwriting, transaction and technology fees) are the primary drivers for the MSRB’s excess
reserves, the Board believes that it is appropriate to temporarily reduce these fees for the
designated period.
The MSRB does not believe that the proposed rule change will result in any burden on
competition that is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Act, as it
would temporarily decrease by the same percentage the underwriting, transaction and technology
fees for all dealers subject to these fees.
The MSRB believes that the proposed rule change would not impose an unnecessary or
inappropriate regulatory burden on small regulated entities, as smaller dealers would benefit
from the temporary fee reduction in the same proportion as larger dealers in relation to the
assessible activity during the relevant three-month period.
C.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Comments on the Proposed Rule
Change Received from Members, Participants, or Others

Written comments were neither solicited nor received.
III.

Date of Effectiveness of the Proposed Rule Change and Timing for Commission Action
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The foregoing proposed rule change has become effective pursuant to Section
19(b)(3)(A)(ii) of the Act 14 and Rule 19b-4(f)(2) 15 thereunder. At any time within 60 days of the
filing of the proposed rule change, the Commission summarily may temporarily suspend such
rule change if it appears to the Commission that such action is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest, for the protection of investors, or otherwise in furtherance of the purposes of the
Act.
IV.

Solicitation of Comments
Interested persons are invited to submit written data, views, and arguments concerning

the foregoing, including whether the proposed rule change is consistent with the Act. Comments
may be submitted by any of the following methods:
Electronic Comments:
•

Use the Commission's internet comment form (http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml); or

•

Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number SR-MSRB2018-06 on the subject line.

Paper Comments:
•

Send paper comments in triplicate to Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission,
100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549.

All submissions should refer to File Number SR-MSRB-2018-06. This file number should be
included on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help the Commission process and review your
comments more efficiently, please use only one method. The Commission will post all
comments on the Commission’s internet website (http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml). Copies of

14

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(3)(A)(ii).

15

17 CFR 240.19b-4(f)(2).
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the submission, all subsequent amendments, all written statements with respect to the proposed
rule change that are filed with the Commission, and all written communications relating to the
proposed rule change between the Commission and any person, other than those that may be
withheld from the public in accordance with the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be available for
website viewing and printing in the Commission’s Public Reference Room, 100 F Street, NE,
Washington, DC 20549 on official business days between the hours of 10:00 am and 3:00 pm.
Copies of the filing also will be available for inspection and copying at the principal office of the
MSRB. All comments received will be posted without change. Persons submitting comments are
cautioned that we do not redact or edit personal identifying information from comment
submissions. You should submit only information that you wish to make available publicly. All
submissions should refer to File Number SR-MSRB-2018-06 and should be submitted on or
before [insert date 21 days from publication in the Federal Register].
For the Commission, pursuant to delegated authority. 16

Secretary

16

17 CFR 200.30-3(a)(12).
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EXHIBIT 5
Rule A-13: Underwriting and Transaction Assessments for Brokers, Dealers and Municipal
Securities Dealers
(a) – (g) No change.
(h) Temporary Fee Reduction in the Fee Rates Assessed on Activity During the Months of
October 2018 – December 2018. Notwithstanding the rates specified elsewhere in this rule:
(i) Underwriting Assessment. For activity that occurs during the months of October 2018
through and including December 2018, the underwriting assessment described in (c)(i) above
shall be .00185% ($0.0185 per $1,000) of the par value.
(ii) Transaction Assessment. For activity that occurs during the months of October 2018
through and including December 2018, the transaction assessment described in (d)(i) and (d)(ii)
above shall be .00067% ($0.0067 per $1,000) of the par value.
(iii) Technology Assessment. For activity that occurs during the months of October 2018
through and including December 2018, the underwriting assessment described in (d)(iv)(a) and
(d)(iv)(b) above shall be $0.67 per transaction.

